First-principles investigation of the asymmetric contact effect on current-voltage characteristics of a molecular device
In recent years, we have witnessed an increased interest in devices made of single molecules.
1 Different functionalities and phenomena that can be useful in electronic applications such as resonant tunneling, Coulomb blockade, Kondo effect, or switching, have been demonstrated. 1 The transistor is by far the most important element in electronics, but certainly the most difficult to realize at these nanometer-length scales. [2] [3] [4] [5] Recently Di Ventra et al. have suggested that a single phenyldithiolate molecule with a third capacitive terminal ͑gate͒ should exhibit current modulation and resonant tunneling via the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital ͑LUMO͒ ͑i.e., n-type behavior͒. 2 By symmetrically placing the molecule in a capacitor field, these authors have shown that the external gate bias can change the resistance of the molecule by more than an order of magnitude at a fixed source-drain voltage. 2 At resonant tunneling, conductances of the order of the quantum of conductance (2e 2 /h ϭ77.5 S) were predicted. 2 With such a geometry, current amplification is induced by the second-order Stark effect, and gate voltages of about 8 V are required to obtain resonant tunneling and modulation. 2 For actual applications, however, amplification at smaller gate voltages is desirable, as well the ability to modify the character of the transistor, say, from n-type to p-type.
In this letter, we show by means of first-principles calculations that when the molecule is placed in proximity to the gate electrode, current modulation, and resonant tunneling can occur at very small gate voltages. This result is due to the first-order perturbation of the electronic states induced by the electrostatic potential of the gate in the molecular region. Such perturbation is present even if the molecule has inversion symmetry with respect to the gate field direction.
Furthermore, we show that the simple co-adsorption of an oxygen atom in proximity to the molecule changes the character of the transistor from n-type to p-type.
The system and geometry we consider are depicted in Fig. 1 . The phenyldithiolate molecule is placed between source and drain gold electrodes that we model with ideal metals ͑jellium model͒. 6, 7 The interior electron density of the electrodes is taken to be equal to the value for metallic gold (r s Ϸ3). The electron wave functions are computed by solving the Lippman-Schwinger equation iteratively to selfconsistency in steady state. Exchange and correlation are included in the density-functional formalism within the localdensity approximation. of the molecule at small source-drain voltages. 8 All atomic positions are therefore kept at their equilibrium value at zero bias. 8 The gate is introduced as a capacitor field generated by two circular charged disks at a certain distance from each other. The axis of the capacitor is perpendicular to the transport direction. The molecule is placed parallel to one of the disks at a distance of 2 a.u. ͑see Fig. 1͒ . 9 This is a typical bonding distance of benzene molecules on insulating surfaces. 10 The second disk is placed 20 a.u. away from the molecule, simulating the fact that the gate potential is zero at infinity. Note that even though the molecule does not have an intrinsic dipole moment, the present geometry introduces a term in the Hamiltonian whose expectation value on the molecular orbitals is not zero. 11 The states of the whole system ͑molecule plus electrodes͒ thus experience a linear perturbation in the presence of the gate bias proportional to the strength of the gate potential in the molecular region.
The calculated conductance as a function of the gate voltage for a source-drain bias of 0.01 V is shown in Fig. 2 for both negative and positive gates. In the positive gate case, the conductance changes only slightly with gate voltage up to about 0.5 V, then increases sharply to reach a maximum value close to the quantum of conductance at 0.75 V. 12 The conductance then decreases at larger voltages. This behavior can be rationalized by looking at the density of states ͑DOS͒ of the present system ͑Fig. 3͒. In Fig. 3 ͑upper curve͒, it is evident that for zero gate field there is a small but relatively smooth DOS through which current can flow. The LUMO lies about 1 eV above the Fermi levels while the bonding orbital ͓corresponding to the highest occupied molecular orbital ͑HOMO͒ of the isolated molecule͔ is about 3 eV below the Fermi levels ͑Fig. 3, upper curve͒. The gate shifts all states to lower energy values with increasing bias. However, it is only when the Fermi levels align with the LUMO resonance that a sudden increase of the conductance is obtained and the conductance reaches a value close to the quantum of conductance at 0.75 V ͑see Fig. 2͒ . For gate potentials larger than this, the resonant-tunneling condition is lost and a decrease in conductance is observed ͑see Fig. 2͒ .
In the negative gate case, the gate voltage shifts all states to higher energy values. The orbital is, however, located at about 3 eV below the Fermi levels and the DOS is very small between the HOMO-LUMO gap. The current is thus expected to be almost constant for relatively large values of negative gate potential. This is evident in Fig. 2 , where the current varies only slightly as a function of the gate field around its value at zero gate field. The small variations of the current as a function of bias can be attributed to small variations of the DOS between the HOMO-LUMO gap. The character of the transistor considered here is n-type. We show that conversion to p-type character can be obtained by the simple co-adsorption of a single oxygen atom near the molecule/electrode junction ͑see inset of Fig. 2͒ . The O atom is placed at 5.7 a.u. from one of the S atoms, at 0.2 a.u. from one of the electrode edges, and at 7. than the current without the oxygen ͑Fig. 2͒. 13 Second, the amplification and resonant tunneling condition is obtained at negative gate voltage while, for positive voltages, the current is almost constant, giving the transistor a p-type character.
The reason for such a dramatic change lies in the fact that the presence of the O atom pushes the orbitals of the molecule/ electrodes higher in energy: for this particular geometry, the HOMO is about 0.1 eV below the Fermi level ͑see Fig. 4͒ . The positive gate voltages then scan the low DOS region, giving rise to an almost constant current, while the negative gate voltages can easily push the HOMO into resonance with the lowest Fermi level. 14 The shift of the molecule/electrodes energy levels to higher values due to O is partly due to the increase of the electrostatic potential in the molecular region, and partly to the formation of covalent bonds between oxygen and the metal electrode. 15 While the latter finding suggests that the character of molecular transistors can be easily changed by doping the electrode surfaces, it also puts severe constraints on the experimental control of such structures for molecular electronics applications.
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